NORTH RICHMOND MUNICIPAL ADVISORY COUNCIL
515 Silver Avenue - North Richmond, CA 94801

RE-CAP 2018

FEBRUARY
PUBLIC COMMENT
Don Gieseke/More Than a Game: In collaboration with One Richmond, putting together an event: The
North Richmond Olympics.
Cynthia Jordan, Intern/Northern CA Asthma/Mobile Van: Van making regular visits to Verde School.
Aaron Morgan, Community Resident: Amateur boxing classes held at Shield's and Reid Park. A legacy
that Mr. Charles Reid started back in the 50's.
Janie Holland/CHDC: The senior center has new arrangements, and a new look.
PRESENTATIONS
Azibuike Akadas/BAAQMD: Air monitoring workshops conducted thru-out the area.
Sandy Mendler/Mithum Program, on Resilient by Design Challenge: Building resiliency in communities.
Integrated with housing, neighborhoods and open space.
Stephine Ny and Erika Ito/Love Your Block Mural Project: Mural project on the Rancho Market, with
apprentices, funded by a grant from the Richmond Art Center.
Will have a block party upon completion.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION
Josh Bradt of SF Estuary Partnership presents the North Richmond Shoreline Strategy:
Strategy developed with community input. Looking for NRMAC to support and recommend adoption
of this by the County Board of Supervisors. Dr. Clark motions to support, Annie King seconds it. Vote
of unanimous support by King, Dr. Clark, Gilmore, Bailey, and Tate.
Dr. Clark inquires about the VIOLA Funding. Question about proceeds to be split between Iron Triangle
and NR. He requests a letter from the NRMAC to City Manager requesting details about money
accumulated in this fund and the plan to implement/spend it moving forward. Clark moves, King
seconds. Unanimous vote yes.
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OTHER AGENCY/PROGRAM REPORTS
Robert Rogers, District Coordinator/Supervisor john Gioia's Office: Thanking Chevron and CHDC for
work on Senior Center. Thanks to all who supported Verde School thru Supervisor's Annual Fund
Raiser.
Tania Pulido, Community Outreach Service Coordinator/CHDC: Street sweeps,
Love Your Block, safe routes to school, neighborhood cleanups. Fred Jackson Way ditches
improvement, more pickups by Rapid Recycles.
Erika Ito/Love Your Block: Looking to hire a NR resident for the mobile tool library. Looking to hire
four residents to become, Love Your Block ambassadors.
MARCH
PUBLIC COMMENT
Cynthia Jordan, Intern Northern CA Asthma/Breathmobile Program: Van continues to service Verde
School. A decrease in participants, due to the displacement of students that lived in the Las Deltas
Housing Projects.
PRESENTATINS and PROCLAMATIONS
Richard Mujro/Love Your Block: Present designs for Rancho Market Mural, from public
outreach sessions. It was stated that the design does not reflect NR Culture.
It is just one big blob of Hispanic Culture. Many residents are dissatisfied, feeling that their input was
not taken into consideration.
Nablila Sher/ Bay Area Community Resources on Alcohol Sales: Single sales of alcohol is a problem in
many communities, affecting young people especially colorful packaging. Works in progress to reduce,
through education, and enforcement, including stings. City of Richmond has barred single sales of
alcohol, but only on stores that were established since 2005. Providing alcohol beverage training to
license sellers. Asking NRMAC to support a letter to the city, banning single container sales.
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Ruben Hernandez of DCD on County Cannabis proposed ordinances: Commercial cannabis, however is
prohibited in unincorporated CCC. County considering allowing cultivation, manufacturing and
distribution. Wants to her from NRMAC about buffers, sizes of buffers, etc. Tax revenue could come
from liberalization. Ballot measure for tax on commercial cannabis may be on November ballot. Tax
revenues would go to the general fund of the county. As of now you could grow six plants, inside your
house, not on the outside. Will work to get written feedback from NRMAC.
LaShonda White/Veolia Mitigation Fund: The funding has sat for a few years. Continue to collect the
money annually as part of their conditional use permit.
Twenty-five thousand per year for programs and projects in the Iron Triangle and North Richmond.
Has about $155,000 available. Funding decisions are to be made by
January 2019. Need five panel members for the fund, required via the permit. One member from the
Iron Triangle, one NR, one West County Toxics, and two from the business community. Need members
on the panel to award the grant.
NR Annexation process is a long process, still going on. Built a FAQ form, not yet done, 14 pages. the
process is very complicated. Goal is to have all outreach done and submitted to council by June. Hope
to submit to LAFCO by April, but nothing would be approved for six months.
Alex Lopez of CA Pallets: Hoping to move his pallet business from Hayward to NR. Intended location is,
57 Parr Blvd. Has been in business for eleven years.
Have locations in Hayward and Stockton. There will be opportunities for local residents.
The company has a net worth of 12 million a year. Aaron makes motion to support project. Dr. Clark
seconds. Four members vote aye. NRMAC asks that the applicant return to NRMAC meeting in the
future.
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APRIL
PUBLIC COMMENT
Mary Frazier/Northern CA Asthma/Breathmobile Program: The program is hiring in the neighborhood,
with funding received from Chevron.
Andrea Bailey/Chevron Refinery: Andrea has accepted a new position within the refinery, her
replacement will sit on her seat. A certificate of appreciation, will be presented to her.
PRESENTATIONS and PROCLAMATIONS
Dr. Clark presents award to East Bay Center for the Performing Arts. They are hosting their 50th
Anniversary.
Stephanie Ny and ErIca Itto/Richmond Love Your Block: Presenting on mural development. Annie says
the mural is too childish. Cynthia states that they did not take any feedback from community into
consideration. The mural on Fred Jackson Way, at the community garden, is a waste of time, money,
and effort. You cannot see the mural from the streets, the garden is dysfunctional at the moment. La
Damien says that there is great history in NR to be considered, that should be depicted in the mural.
Stephanie says that portraits on the mural are against the policy from the beginning.
Stephanie says that complex artwork like portraits is beyond scope of the work.

It was being suggested that portraits or silhouettes of community members be included in the mural.
LaShonda White and Jazmine Jones/City of Richmond-Incorporation Outreach:
Have analyzed cost and benefits in the feasibility study. Getting ready to send out the unofficial ballot
and FAQ's.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION
David Latham/Fleet park: LLC-Proposed development of truck maintenance facility and remodel of
existing office building at 320 Pittsburg Avenue. (they did not show up)
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Eric Zell Proposed development of three warehouse buildings at- 0 Fred Jackson Way by CenterPoint
Properties: Site plan is near the school. Improving infrastructure around project, including sidewalks,
and roads. Environmental compliance inside and outside building. Mitigation of school impact,
including truck traffic has been assured.

NRMAC vote is 5-0, with all members voting aye.
Bacilia Marcias and Jinotega: Wants to build a two story house at Silver and 2nd Street. Aaron Morgan
makes motion to approve. Andrea seconds, all ayes.
OTHER AGENCY/PROGRAM REPORTS
Don Gilmore, Director/CHDC: Groundbreaking for Heritage Point will be on
May 3rd, at 11:00 a.m.
Dr. Clark closes the meeting in memory of the great freedom fighter and anti-apartheid leader Winnie
Mandela.
MAY
PUBLIC COMMENT
Cynthia Jordan and others in the community: Has expressed their opinion and submitted input about
the mural at Rancho Market. Prior to Love Your Block receiving funding for the mural, Cynthia has
continuously submitted in-put on ideas for the mural. She was never told that her request was not
possible, until after all plans for the mural were finalized. The way Love Love Your Block was
predetermined to present the mural with their ideas and their ideas only, regardless of public opinion.
The entire process of the project was so unfair to the community.
PRESENTATIONS
Discussion with County Sheriff and Richmond Police Leaders, and CHP, continuing to strengthen lawenforcement relationships with community: Lt. Buford is in charge of the Bay Station. Explains
community policing model and looking for relationships and feedback.
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ITEMS FOR DISCUSSIN
Discuss Recommend/Draft NRMAC budget for 2018-2019:
Summary of Annual Expenses

Administrate Services: $1,300
Meeting Space Costs: 1,650
Total:
$2,950
Funds

$3,000

OTHER AGENCY/PROGRAM REPORTS
Robert announces the GRID Alternatives Program, offering free solar installation to homeowners.
Robert received message from La Shonda White, the plan pertaining to
NR annexation, is to send out mailers/unofficial ballots in April-May. the ballots are due back in June;
hence they will be moving forward in June
Don Gilmore announces a ground breaking ceremony for the Heritage Point Project.
A (42) unit complex, the cost to build is twenty-nine million, completion date is scheduled for
September 2019. Thanks to Supervisor John Gioia for filling in the funding gap.
JUNE
PUBLIC COMMENT
Paula White/Watershed Project: Recently helped finish the Resilient by Design Project, wants to
present next month. Working in partnership with Tania Pullido.
Cynthia Jordan/Intern Northern CA Asthma/Breathmocile Program:
Program is winding down for the summer, will be attending street festivals and block parties during the
summer, promoting the program.
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PRESENTATIONS and Proclamations
Stephanie Ny of Love Your Block: The mural at Rancho Market was completed in the middle of May.
Ribbon cutting on May 11th, over a hundred and fifty people and twenty organizations attended.
ITEMS FORF DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION

Tim Bauters, Director/Slurry Wastewater Solutions: Presenting plans about the property purchased at
113 Brookside Drive last year. Wants to do slurry separation and reuse.
Annie motions to accept project based on presentation and support. Dr. Clark seconds.
Aye. Unanimous.
Mike O'Brien/Heavy Hauling for trucking yard application. Has acquired property on Brookside Drive,
for trucking business. Will store trailers and equipment there.
The trucks are used to transport electrical transformers from California to across the country. He is not
allowed to store them here at this site.
Beverly Scott moves to support with expectation that business will invest in NR, and attempt to hire
from NR. Dr. Clark seconds with senior program, community festivals and community benefits friendly
amendment seconded. Unanimous aye.
La Shonda White/City of Richmond: Continues to work on annexation outreach. Ultimately, this will
not be decided until the end of 2019.
OTHER AGENCY/PROGRAM REPORTS
Robert Rogers, District Coordinator/Supervisor John Gioia's Office:
Robert reports that public works and Supervisor Gioia's office support a grant application to redo
Market Street, with better sidewalks and traffic calming bulbs.
All board members respond positively and look forward to receiving the letter to become signatories.
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JULY
PUBLIC COMMENT
Cynthia Jordan/Intern Northern CA Asthma/Breathmobile Program:
the program is currently opening up an office in East County. They will be providing service to the local
schools.
Kapris James/Community Resident: Needs stop sign at Your and Vernon Streets.

Annie says that she recalls that a stop sign was missing at that intersection.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSIN AND/OR ACTION
Gary Ghilotti, President/Maggiorta & Ghilotti, Inc.: Request for approval of contractor's yard in NR, at
2800 Radiant Avenue. NRMAC approved this plan last year, now he is back for a use permit. NRMAC
votes 4-0, unanimous approval of project.
PRESENTATIONS and PROCLAMATIONS
La Saunda Tate: announces that she is resigning from the NRMAC, due to job demands and personal
concerns.
Jeff Valero’s and Jason Yee of County Public Works/Market Street Improvements:
Four Alternatives:
*Keep road as is. Parking allowed on both sides of street Sidewalks aren't ADA compliant, and no
street trees, curb extensions or bike lanes.
*Sidewalks are priority and parking, promote downtown feel, new and wider sidewalks, with bulb out
for pedestrians, but no bike lanes, but could have arrows painted to bring attention to sharing with
bikes.
*Remove parking on one side of Market, and have a bike lane. New sidewalks. No parking on North
side of market. Sidewalk not quite as wide as option one, and bulb outs on one side of street.
*No parking on Market, widened new sidewalks, street trees, no bulb outs. Bike lanes.
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Robert announces that REACH Fellowship International is at the Mexico border serving our most
vulnerable undocumented families and regrets being unable to join us tonight. Dr. Clark says that
Whitney Dotson has been honored for his community service and leadership. He will be receiving a
Humanitarian Award in Sausalito, this Thursday.
OTHER AGENCY/PROGRAM REPORTS
Tania Pullido, Community Service Coordinator: Has been working with the railroad company to clean
up by the railroad tracks.

Princess Robinson, Urban Tilth Garden: The farm has installed a drip irrigation system, they now will
be able to water their crops more adequately and efficiently.
AUGUST
PUBIC COMMENT
Dominga Rivero, Resident on Battery Street: Says we don’t have enough response times from sheriff
department. Street sweeping does not occur on her street. Speed bumps and stop signs are needed in
the area.
Dulce Galicia/Healthy Richmond: Says the webpage should have profiles of NRMAC members and
bios, bylaws and attendance members should be on the web page.
Andrea Bailey, Community Engagement Specialist/Chevron Refinery Richmond;
Will be replaced by Lily Rahnema of chevron, newly installed in NRMAC seat. Ms. Rahnema has a
background in community work.
Jenny Robbins/CCC Housing and Homeless Services: There ae programs for homeless, HUD has a
program entitled First Point in Time Count, it's a mandate to track homeless youth.
Fernando Validez of Public Works: Takes complaints/suggestions/request - He reports and says he will
see if the request for traffic control/stop signs etc., meets certain criteria. He says that CCC Public
Works Department are currently running data on York and Battery Streets.
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Demius Johnson III, Richmond City Council Candidate: Mr. Johnson introduces his self to the NRMAC
and urges residents of the community to vote for him in the upcoming City of Richmond election.
PRESENTATINS and Proclamations
Luz Gomez, Community Engagement Manager/BAAQMD: Introduction of the Community Health
Protection Program. Presenting an opportunity for residents to effect, AB617 law. Assembly Bill 617
(AB617) is a welcome and necessary initiative for improving public health and equity in CA. Selected
communities will work with local air districts on actin plans to reduce people's exposure to particulate

matter and toxic air contaminants, an/or to develop community air monitoring plans. There is funding
attached to this effort.
Dr. Clark gives an award to Andrea Bailey for her service on the NRMAC.
Princess Robinson to discuss Wildcat Creek improvement project: She reports that creeks do not have
benches, trash cans, doggy boxes, etc. The creek is an asset in our community. Trying to get (100)
surveys from community about what your visions for Wildcat Creek.
Cynthia Jordan says that the creeks are ranked high in nature preservation. They are so under
maintained. It's hard to understand that the same trails and park system exist in other parts of the Bay
Area, and are highly maintained, accessible and recreational friendly. What's up with North Richmond
Bay Trails, which are some of the most pristine, unspoiled, natural trails in the Bay Area, also
connecting to one of the largest salt marshes and endangered species habitat in the Bay Area.
Eric Acosta Verprauskus, Principal/Verde Elementary School: Discuss school changes, transition from
K-6 to K-8 mode. This year the K-7 model, next year including the K-8 model.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION
Bill Lange/Hoovestol: Applicant for DP17-3049 seeks approval of plan to construct truck maintenance
facility at 320 Pittsburg Avenue: Describes site, notes that there's a lot of industry and vacant parcels
around him. Cleanup has occurred, soil testing is in the process. Wants to add one more building to
the site. there will be jobs in the community.
Will reduce pollution. Scott motions to support but asks county to make major plans to be proactive to
reduce traffic and not involve trucks coming in and out of the community, also with the stipulation that
applicant will actively look to hire NR residents, donate to NR community
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betterment projects on request, and keep NRMAC apprised on new developments. Seconded by Annie
King, Unanimous vote for approval of the project.
OTHER AGENCY/PROGRAM REPORTS
Roxanne Carrillo Garza/Healthy Richmond: Roxanne is collaborating with CHDC to do work around al
development happening in NR, most notably Las Deltas. Steering committee is looking into how to
develop community input as well architectural designs. Working with residents to develop data to help
community visioning sessions.

OCTOBER
PUBLIC COMMENT
Marcus Walton, Director of Communications WCCUSD-Trustee Area Elections:
The board will change to trustee area boundary maps to elect members from geographic communities.
they need to create boundary maps. Looking for help from communities in re-drawing these maps.
Redraw will be for election in 2010.
Eleanor Thompson, Director/Social Progress Inc.: Wants to occupy vacant Las Deltas scattered site
house. She plans on providing programming at site to young men in the community, including diploma
programs, training for parents, clothes closets, free haircuts. She will be seeking NRMAC's support in
obtaining the building.
LaShonda White/City of Richmond: The annexation survey process continues to move forward. The
council embarked on a feasibility study three years ago. Annexation would be a cost to the City of
Richmond of about $2.2 million initially. Sent out 3k,500 surveys, 1,300 were registered voters living in
NR, 120 were filled out, ninety-five nos’ and 18 yes. Annie and Dr. Clark says the deadline should be
honored, and we shouldn't go back for more surveys past deadline. LaShonda reports that there is not
an extension of the deadline, she will report late surveys separately.
Don Gilmore, Director CHDC/Roxanne Garza Carillo/LISC, Las Deltas Planning:
In early 2019 there should be a meeting to discuss options, Las Deltas Housing.
Says we need to tell developers, what we want the projects to look like.
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Robert Rogers: Reports on behalf of Luz Gomez. CARB has selected NR for more air quality monitoring
and will be here next month to discuss in more detail.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND/OR ACTION
Fred Knifer for #LP15-2017 presents on after treatment facility at 1850 Garden Tract road, by K-VAC
Environmental Services/K-Pure Waterworks: Focused on cleaning non-hazardous waters, it is the
company niche. The site is 1.5 acres; the building is 8,500 square feet.
Has five trucks, all fleets are CARB compliant, low emissions, newer trucks. They will have oversight by
CCC and federal regulators through the Clean Water Act. Job opportunities will be available for drivers,
plant workers, and office administration.

Annie motions to recommend approval of project with understanding that applicant will operate as a
responsible business in NR. Will not drive trucks through NR neighborhoods, will be open to hiring NR
residents and will be open to donating to various projects and festivals to help the community. Dr.
Clark seconds.
Robert Rogers, District Coordinator/Supervisor John Gioia's Office: The Shield's and Reid newly made
over basketball court looks fabulous. The work was done as a partnership of local unions, Supervisor
Gioia's Office and City of Richmond.
Tania Pullido/Community Service Coordinator/CHDC: Up-rising homeless problem in NR. Efforts are
being made to clean up Battery and Alamo Streets.
NOVEMBER
PUBLIC COMMENT
Leyna Nguyen, Program Director/Northern CA Asthma/Breathmobile Program:
Continues to service Verde School, five children at Verde and two children at Grant.
Annie King: Announces the passing of Sharon Tucker, longtime advocate for children's education. She
was a great leader at Verde School.
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Kapris James, Resident/Presentation on Proposed Community Garden:
The parcel of land is adjacent to her home on Vernon Street. The property owner is deceased. In the
process of establishing a nonprofit. She needs help acquiring the property. Needs help finding the
next of kin, want to purchase the property, pay back overdue taxes, or have it gifted from the county,
or have some of the taxes forgiven. Petite Gardens has not yet filed as a nonprofit.
Fernando Valdez/CCC Public Works, report on traffic safety: Says volume and collision data are clear
criteria for new stop signs. Gathered info for Battery and York Streets. Volume is low there. Did not
meet criteria for volume and collision data to necessitate stop signs. Speed bumps also has to meet a
certain criteria’s. Needs to introduce an ordinance for parked vehicles. Public works will do an

assessment with counters on First Street soon. Cynthia say's that the criteria's are based and other
cities in the county, and does not comply with NR, needs and standards. Criteria should be based on
the needs and composition of the NR community.
Robert says that Supervisor Gioia's office party for the Verde School, hoodie, and book drive is on
December 6th., at Supervisors' Office.
Bishop Edwina Perez Santiago, Director/REACH International Fellowship: Belinda is working as a full
time nurse, outside the community. REACH has renewed their contract with CHDC, for the women's
housing. All ladies that live there are currently employed, they have taken on two new staff members.
DECEMBER
PUBLIC COMMENT
Leyna Nguyen, Program Director/Northern CA Asthma/Breathmobile Program:
Heavy work in the community, due to poor air quality from the fires.
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PRESENTATIONS
Tony Ucciferri/CC Housing Authority-Las Deltas Safety: Large problem with squatters, occupying the
vacant houses. In 2016 housing authority started the process of moving/relocating eighty-one
residents out of Las Deltas. Six families remain as of 12/18.
by March they should be relocated. A year away before an award to a developer be given. Looking at
three or four developers. Two to five years before selling off property.
The scattered sites around the neighborhood, will sell to be refurbished, and re-sold, if necessary.
Proceeds from sell, will be used for improvements in other project housing throughout the county.
Fifty-one million is needed for improvements in other projects in the county. RAD Program thru HUD.
Rental Assistance Demonstration Program. RAD allows the housing authority to remove restrictions
and redevelop properties.

Jessie Stewart/Richmond Promise: There is about nine hundred scholars enrolled in various programs
across the country, as a result of being involved in the Richmond Promise Program. Richmond Promise
supports multiple pathways, including college, technical schools, and more. students would be eligible
to qualify for a $1,500 grant to be applied toward higher education. Would like to see more NR
students take advantage of the program.
OTHER AGENCY/PROGRAM REPORTS
Dr. Clark wants to know why annexation meetings keep getting delayed. Dr. Clark says he expects
Supervisor Gioia to stand with the community, that voted (no) on annexation.
Dr. Clark feels that Supervisor Gioia should be in attendance at the council meeting, pertaining to
annexation. If he can't attend, then a written letter should be presented, declaring his position on NR
annexation. Robert says that he will pass Dr. Clark's suggestion on to Supervisor Gioia.
Tania Pullido/Community Service Coordinator/CHDC: Ditches are clean on Fred Jackson Way, the City
of Richmond cleaned them. Infra structure/construction has started on parts of the Rain Garden
Project. Karen and Cynthia want to be looped in to discuss issues on how to do the mural on the Verde
School Bridge.
Princess Robinson/Urban Tilth Garden: CSA box out of NR is very successful and open to more
customers EBT is being accepted toward payment of the CSA boxes.
Public Works has donated a van for the farms use.
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RE-CAP 2018/LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
FEBRUARY
Lt. Buford, Deputy Culberson and Deputy Brooks/CCC Sheriff’s Department:
Reporting for January and February 2018. there was a shooting near 5th and Market, stemmed
from a traffic accident. No one was fatally injured. Vehicles are being towed, mainly due to
street sweeping. burglaries increased in January, there were five burglaries, there were a few
side shows.

Very few residents remain at Las Deltas Housing, they are about a year away from everyone
moving out of the projects.
Officer Bruno and Officer Abernathy/CHP: Reporting for the months of January and
February 2018. They are back in the neighborhood, located at the office on Fred Jackson Way.
They are happy to be here and will be an ongoing presence and helpful resource.
Officer Abernathy will be working with young adults, stolen vehicle cases, and traffic control.
No statistics to be reported, will be presented at the next meeting. Two cars were towed.
MARCH
Officer Munguis/RPD: Reporting for the month of February 2018. One auto burglary on
Sanford Street. Four violent crimes, (19) property crimes. RPD encourages public to use the
RPD Web-site. Concerns of potential gun violence near Shield's and Reid Park. RPD has arrested
youths, suspected as gang members. Annie has concerns about a toddler, walking in the streets
on Willard, in a storm, during the late night hours. RPD was notified, child reunited with
parents. Cynthia ask that the statistics report be specified to the NR area.
LT. Buford, Deputy Culberson and Deputy Brooks/CCC Sheriff's Department:
Reporting for 2/2018. Crime down by (50%), residential burglaries down from a high to zero.
Two in custody for shooting at 5th and Market, three left injured. Two of the Hicks brothers
were arrested, one being arrested in Georgia. Squatters at Las Deltas Housing. Questions/
Sheriff's phone # 925-6462441.
Officer Abernathy and Officer Bruno/CHP: Reports for 2/2018. One arrest for warrant.
Abandoned and stolen vehicles an issue. Eight stolen vehicles were recovered. Fourteen
vehicles towed, eight parking tickets, and many warnings issued. Working on big rig issue,
coming thru NR.
Any vehicle over five tons should use the parkway.
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APRIL
Officer Duran and Officer Johnson/CCC Sheriff's Department: Reports for 3/2018:
No shootings, no statistics. Question, does the Sheriff's department have a mentoring program
at Verde School. Yes, a sheriff works with the children, in the process of getting a mentoring
program.
Aaron says sheriff's being disrespectful, Dr. Clark says trying to keep close relationship with
sheriffs. Sheriff says that residents shouldn’t be disrespectful to officers. Audience says sheriffs
been confrontational. Gilmore ask sheriffs to participate in a community outreach meeting for

people to air their concerns. Annie agrees. Dr. Clark says the birthplace of the Black Panthers
stemmed from law enforcement agency having a bad relationship with the residents. Princess
says that the officers have a bad attitude. La Damien says relationship is bad. Much effort is
needed toward better community relations.
Officer Abernethy and Officer Brunno/CHP: Reports for 3/2018. Eighteen stolen vehicles
recovered, (52) verbal warnings given, two stolen vehicle reports, eight abandoned vehicles,
fifth-teen enforced citations, twenty-five vehicles tagged, two parking tickets.
Officer Munguia/RPD: Reports for 3/2018. Two hundred and 58 calls, 69 vehicle involved.
Eleven stolen vehicle reports, one recovery. Two fire-arms arrest.
MAY
Officer Abernethy/CHP: Reports for 4/2018. Seven vehicles recovered and towed. Six expired
tags or abandoned.
Lt. Mollenbernd/RPD: Reports for 4/2018. Light crime, vehicle stops made, increase in reckless
driving calls. Side shows popping up in the community.
JUNE
Lt. Buford and Officer Culberson/CCC Sheriff's Department: Reports for 5/2018.
Crime is up by three reports, (13) reported crimes, rise in stolen vehicles. Drug sales and traffic
has increased on 5th and Grove Streets. Stolen vehicles are often dropped off in NR.
Officer Anderson and Officer Bruno/CHP: Reports for 5/2018. Officer Abernethy is injured.
Two arrest made, fourteen stolen vehicles recovered. Ten abandoned vehicles, twelve citations
issued and twenty verbal warnings given. Litter at the corner of Alamo and Battery Streets.
Truman and Verde Streets has an abundance of litter and abandoned vehicles.
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JULY
Officer Culberson/CCC Sheriff's Department: Reports for 6/2018. Heavy traffic on Second
Street. Code enforcement officer, working to clear up troubled areas.
AUGUST
Officer Moczulski/RPD: Reports for July 2018. Fifty-nine calls for service, including one
shooting and five firearms arrest, three burglaries, two stolen vehicles, and eleven impounds.

Lt. Buford/CCC Sheriff's Department: Reports for 7/2018. Has worked in the NR community
since 2005. Has participated in street sweeps, works hard to clean the streets. Residents
complain about RV's and dumped cars, and specific houses.
Officer Bruno/CHP: Reports for 7/2018. Two arrests, three stolen vehicles, fourteen recovered
stolen vehicles, eight vehicles taken by CHP. Thirty-two vehicles were towed, two parking
tickets, twenty-six v verbal warnings.
OCTOBER
Officer Culberson and Officer Durant/CCC Sheriff's Department: Reports for 8-9/2018
Working to reduce RV encampments in the community.
Officer Bruno and Officer Abernethy: Reports for 8-9/2018. Parking enforcement is going well.
Fourteen stolen cars, citations were issued for six expired registrations, and thirty verbal
warnings were given. Thirty vehicles were towed.
NOVEMBER
Lt. Buford and Deputy Culberson/CCC Sheriff's Department: Reports for 10/2018.
Demolition began on the 6-plexes in the Las Deltas Projects. RV's are a countywide problem.
Sheriff's Department participated in the Willie Spears Clean-up Day and they also participated
in a tire clean-up. Homelessness is a problem.
Officer Bashan/RPD: Reports for 10/2018. Two arrest stolen vehicle, two arrests for narcotics,
two arrests for parking violation, eleven arrest warrants were served, one violation of a court
order and one domestic violence report.
Officer Abernethy/CHP: Reports for 10/2018. Heavy parking and registration enforcement.
Working to cite high speed and heavy trucks in the community.
Eight abandoned vehicles. Eight stolen vehicles recovered. Eight vehicles registration expired
and four vehicles towed.
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DECEMBER
Deputies Duran, Culberson and Brooks: Reports for 11/2018. Crime is down, dealing with
transients, breaking in and loitering, Las Deltas Housing Projects. Homicide occurred two days
ago, at 4th and Silver Streets. The assailants have been taken into custody, Latino teenagers.
Officer Bashan, RPD: Reports for 11/2018. Crime is down on the city side of NR.
A suspect evading arrest was taken into custody. Two thefts for stealing of property.

Dr. Clark raises the issue of the report into RPD managements.

